
 

New smaller and contoured earpiece
design provides a better fit to even

more ear sizes.

IMPROVED FITRUGGEDIZED
Increased cable durability and rugged-
ness with new integrated cable mange-
ment system.

PERFORMANCE
The new X5 provides best in class hear-
thru audio, certified hearing protection
and outstanding voice clarity.

New patented Soft Spring™ now comes in
3 Different sizes to provide superior comfort

and a more customized fit to your ear.

ULTIMATE COMFORT

The new INVISIO® X5

INVISIO PATENTED BONE CONDUCTION
The extensively fielded and combat proven INVISIO X5 is a dual in-ear headset that
provides hearing protection and enhanced electronic hear-thru that utilizes patented
INVISIO Bone Conduction Microphone Technology.  This technology captures speech
directly from the inner ear via vibrations off the jawbone.  This unique technology allows
for ultimate speech clarity in high noise or combat applications.

The INVISIO X5 headset has industry leading hearing protection (29NRR/32SNR),
audio quality and situational awareness in a small and comfortable in-ear wearing style.

the best just got better...

follow us on facebook
facebook.com/teaheadsets



SOFT SPRING™
Three unique sizes of the patented
INVISIO Soft Springs makes it 
easier to zero in on the perfect fit.

RUGGED CABLES
Heavy duty cable design provides increased
durability near the ear while still providing
a light and comfortable fit even when
wearing glasses or goggles.

COMPLY™ TIPS
New color coded Comply Foam Tips

are available in 6 different sizes to provide
you the best level of hearing protection and fit.

SMALLER DESIGN
Smaller and more ergonomic earpiece

housing provides and more natural
and comfortable fit for a broader range

of ear sizes.
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TRY THE NEW X5 AT OUR 
NEW COM-CHECK STATION!

CONTROL UNITS

INVISIO S10
HEADSET SYSTEM
Simple and lightweight, the S10
is a headset system that can be
used with standard push-to-talk
switches or PTT enabled radios.

INVISIO X50
DUAL-COM SYSTEM
A modular control unit with an
integrated battery that can con-
nect and control up to 2 devices
simultaneously.

INVISIO V30
SINGLE or DUAL-COM SYSTEM
A simple to use system that has a hardwired
headset and primary radio cable.  The V30
allows for easy plug and go operation and
is available for select military radios.

INVISIO V60
QUAD-COM SYSTEM
This advanced system allows you to seamlessly
integrate up to 3 separate devices and comm-
unicate on up to 4 different channels (using a 
dual-net radio).  The smallest and most 
capable system on the market!
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